for Industry, Institutions, Commercial
Buildings etc.
SUMMARY·
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Industries that can use this system

Any Industry with (i) Similar Machines (ii) Transfer lines (iii)
Manually operated Machines / Lines (iv) Packaging Machines (v)
Labour intensive operations
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Industries / Institutions that can benefit from this
System

Any Industry / Institution which has (i) High Energy Bill (ii) High
Cooling cost (iii) High Idle time (iv) Low Productivity (v) Cyclic
Process
03

Invisible Supervision

The key takeaways are (i) Un-adulterated data on machine status
(ii) Traceable indicators to pin-point cause of deviation (iii) Better
manpower and quality compliance (iv) Incentives and KPI are
measurable.

Who should implement this ?
This is a TOP DOWN system
It has to be
ü
ü
ü
ü

conceived ,
approved,
promoted, and
monitored

only by the
Higher Management,
and not
Floor Management.

SUMMARY

Electrical Energy is sourced from Grid and renewable Energy like Solar / Wind, and
consumed by Industry, Institutions, Commercial Buildings like Hospitals, Malls etc for Loads
like Machinery, Lighting, Cooling, Pumping, Material Handling Equipment etc. The Cost of
Energy and load varies with Time of Day, and an Optimal Mix and usage is necessary
for least cost of Energy and achieve the Key Performance Index (KPI)
Some Loads are chargeable (Rented out shops / restaurants, ATM), some are constant
(corridor and security lights), some vary with usage (Production and Material Handling
Machinery, lifts, pumps, fans) some vary with weather (Cooling, Heating) and some vary
with time (Street lights, Autoclave)
Measurement of all these Energy Sources and Users every minute gives a DEEP
INSIGHT to the trends and consumption patterns. Analysis of this huge DATA
generates suggestions for Process Philosophy changes, which saves a lot of Funds for
the Client.
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Energy Monitoring

The ADVANTAGES of doing this are:

Monitor and log more than 40 Electrical parameters of any Machine
or Feeder every minute. This gives a near Real Time graphical display

ü Non-Invasive Data logging without any outage

of Energy Flow and Usage on a web based dashboard for analysis,

ü Energy usage foot print in any machine /

just like a MRI of a Human Body.

process gives the Efficiency of Machine /

Productivity Monitoring
Based on the Electrical parameters logged, any Machine Productivity
can be ascertained. Machine Running / Idle and Stop time is

Manpower / Maintenance / and Idle time alerts
üOperator's working style and individual
efficiency can be tracked on record, without

determined, and adding Artificial Intelligence to this data can count

any manual inputs. Operator's cannot fudge the

the actual production in any time frame.

pre-set cycle time

Energy & Productivity Relationship for Efficiency
Once Energy and Machine Productivity is synchronized and linked, a
host of relationships emerge like KWH/ Unit of Production, Idle
time KWH / unit time, Overdrive / Under-drive of Machine to
achieve Production targets, Cycle Time variations during production
etc.

ü Quality Controllers and Maintenance Team
get Real time Alerts for faster response, which
lessens lesser scrap and breakdown time.
üKey Performance Index (KPI) management
üAll Management can view these any time on
dashboard on the laptop / mobile.

Hardware connected at each
data point at the user location
1. Non-invasive Transducers
for Feeder Electrical
parameters
2. Embedded Dataloggers to
log / store / and transmit
Feeder Electrical parameters
3. Internet connectivity with
security

We have expertise in INVISIBLE SUPERVISION of your

The ADVANTAGES of doing this are:

Energy Sourcing and Consumption, without taking any
outage of the system
We use Embedded Loggers and IOT sensors to upload the
NEAR REAL TIME Electrical data to VIRTUAL
PRIVATE SERVER in CLOUD.
This data is analysed by our team of Energy Auditors
from an off-site location, and presented to you on your
computer / mobile using a Dashboard updated every minute
Alerts and Reports are given to your Technical team daily
by Email showing the Energy and Financial trends. This

ü Un-Adulterated data available for analysis
ü No MANPOWER required for running the system.
Timely Alerts on area of concern to take faster
remedial action, and thus reduce losses.
üManagement is well informed of Energy Installation
Capacity and its Loading, which is useful for future
EXPANSION of infrastructure.
ü Energy misuse & Production Cycle time location is
traceable, which can be prevented for quality control
and big financial savings.

keeps them well informed to take meaningful action.

üMicrosoft Business Intelligence (BI) Reports

The Management is presented monthly report showing

üA team of Energy Auditors monitor this data for

the Area of Concern, Suggestions for better efficiency,

ONE YEAR, and give monthly presentations to the

and Financial return on investment details.

Management for improvement

A set of GRAPHS shown on the dashboard in Near REAL TIME, updated every minute

ü Suitable for many similar / sequential / labour intensive machines
ü Running / Stop / Idle time of each machine at any instant
ü Quantity of output in any time frame from each machine
ü Totally non-invasive, and no manpower required to run it.
ü INVISIBLE SUPERVISION

Productivity

Energy

Using Artificial Intelligence and

Real Time Electrical Parameters

machine Energy parameters

of each machine are logged

Supervision

Time Breakup

Using Energy and Machine

Using Artificial Intelligence and

parameters

Energy Parameters

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Case Study of a Critical Production Machine

A high Priority, high Priced Machine was fed from 4 different processes.
This machine was operated by a team of 3 workers, whose synchronization is very important. This machine
only works in 1 shift due to quality issues
Production was low, due to bottleneck in 4 feeding processes, and non-sync of the workers. When it ran,
the machine parameters were manually adjusted to give higher output, but rejects increased substantially.
The End of Day meeting was a Blame Game scenario, repeated daily.
After this system was installed, all the 4 processes and the 3 workers synchronized, because the
Management could pin-point the cause in near Real Time, and take corrective action, and not post-mortem.
The end of day scenario was a thing of past.

Performance improvement by Invisible
Supervision:

From a 10.94% running time in January 2020
to 20.61 average running time by March
2020, the efficiency increase has doubled.
Theoretical maximum efficiency achievable is
25.8%
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